"E" IS FOR EffiCienCY:
WACKER E-Solutions.

CREATING TOMORROW‘S SOLUTIONS

CLOSER TO YOU.
AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL.

SAVE TIME.
UNLEASH POTENTIAL.

Sabine Brosch,
Director E-Business

There is no substitute for a trusting conversation
between two partners. We have developed an
appealing alternative for — on the other hand —
erroneous orders, time-consuming standard
processes, overflowing inboxes, and notepad
jungles: WACKER E-Solutions.

customer – precisely tailored to a company’s size
and profile, as well as to a contact person’s wishes.

WACKER E-Solutions simplify communications with
our customers and suppliers; they also offer a lot
of new opportunities: from global searches through
optimized ordering to Vendor Managed Inventory.
We create a customized service package for every

Our service portal is open to all WACKER customers. Larger accounts also benefit from integrated
process solutions. No training is necessary; even
novices will quickly find their way. You will discover
that standard workflows become significantly streamlined and customers save time, as well as money.

WACKER E-Solutions facilitate growth without
increasing overhead costs. "E" thus stands not
only for "electronic," but also for "efficiency."

"WACKER E-Solutions offer targeted support wherever people might make mistakes. But they don’t
replace people; on the contrary, E-Solutions bring
the appropriate contacts even closer together. Our
partners value the ‘direct line’ to our specialists in
R&D, in Supply-Chain Management, in Sales Support,
and Technical Customer Service."
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FORESIGHT FOR THE FUTURE.
WACKER E-SOLUTIONS.

Efficiency is production’s top priority. Every gram
and every second counts when it comes to
reducing expenditures and increasing revenue.
A great deal of potential remains with regard to
administrative processes, however. WACKER
E-Solutions can considerably boost management
efficiency, too.

Overview: WACKER E-Solutions

You want …

You can …

e. g. with WACKER’s …

precisely access all information
about industries and products

Login4more

order easily, quickly and securely – 24/7

Login4more Webshop

more info:

Customized Web Services
Pages 6 to 9
far greater efficiency via
– clean orders
– fewer order modifications
–	faster processing with a
far lower ratio of errors
– maximum planning/schedule reliability
– full transparency.

take care of invoices – paper-free

E-Invoicing

automatically process all orders

Elemica, Hub2Hub, EDI
Integrated system solutions
Pages 10 to 13

have inventories automatically
checked and restocked.

Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)
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CLOSER TO YOU.
24 /7.

FASTER SUCCESS:
CUSTOMIZED WEB SERVICES.

Our service portal automatically simplifies your
business. We set up your secure access and
provide offers customized to your requirements.

As a result, you can go online at any time to
–	access up-to-date information
about markets, applications, and products —
from the formulation to the data sheet
–	order quickly and securely
around the clock, seven days a week: in your
personalized product catalog, which is automatically monitored and documented in detail;
upon request, with paperless invoicing.
–	meet colleagues and experts
in discussion forums and to collaborate
on projects and documents — featuring
convenient task/time management.
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A PORTAL WHICH TAKES SERVICE
VERY PERSONALLY.
CUSTOMIZED WEB SERVICES.

Login4more
Your WACKER service portal’s homepage not only
displays your contacts at WACKER. You can also
find all the information important to you, laid out
clearly. Key dates concerning your industry, the
latest WACKER Group news, as well as direct
access to your project/purchasing data.
Login4more links expertise worldwide. We hope
that you will actively join our exchange by sharing
your questions, ideas, and suggestions. With
Login4more, you are directly connected around
the clock and around the world — with your
contacts at WACKER and all project partners.
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Login4more Webshop
We strove to develop online services that offer optimized user-friendliness and a wealth of advantages.
After all, people have come to expect nothing less
due to their online-shopping experiences.
You can therefore directly enter our webshop via
your secure log-in to Login4more. This ensures that
the selection of items you see has already been
precisely customized just for you. Even the order
forms have been tailored.
Our webshop and service portal alike are sophisticated in technology and content. Many WACKER

customers have been working with Login4more
for years. First-hand experience speaks for itself,
so why not try out our online services?

CLOSER TO YOU.
EVEN IF YOUR WORLD IS TOPSY-TURVY.

MORE TIME FOR WHAT’S IMPORTANT:
INTEGRATED SYSTEM SOLUTIONS.

It is not large challenges which sap the most
energy in the workplace, but rather daily
routines. Integrated solutions for WACKER
customers ease the burden on your employees
or relieve them entirely with regard to numerous
standard processes. This eliminates a lot of
common sources of error and speeds up workflows. Your team members will enjoy a focused
overview to concentrate on essential matters.

We do not believe in one-size-fits-all products.
On the contrary, all WACKER E-Solutions are
created specifically for you as per your precise
requirements.
What’s more, as long as your software is up-todate, you can continue working in the system
you know and trust with neither outlays nor
changes.
You will be notified in real time about all processes
so that you can intervene at any time to execute
changes. Integrated WACKER solutions help ensure
that your cost-benefit ratio is remarkably positive.
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YOU DO NOT NEED TO UNDERSTAND THE TECHNOLOGY.
OUR TECHNOLOGY UNDERSTANDS YOU.
INTEGRATED SYSTEM SOLUTIONS.

Integrated ordering system
Simple, service-oriented, reliable. You can order
in your system just as you always have; Elemica,
an international network solution, helps ensure the
speedy and secure transfer of your data. Elemica
"speaks" your system’s language and "translates"
your data for our SAP system.
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Your order is automatically checked, confirmed,
and forwarded; a shipping company is automatically contacted. You can, of course, modify orders
after they have been checked. You can also elect
to receive an advanced shipping notice as soon as
your purchases leave our premises. We also gladly
send invoices electronically. Secure and inexpensive
– that saves you precious time so that you can, for
example, take full advantage of any early payment
discounts.

Vendor Managed Inventory
Our Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) lightens your
workload even further on the basis of individually
agreed-to processes. Our VMI system will check
your inventory – entirely autonomously and at prespecified intervals. If, for example, a silo’s defined
minimum level is reached, then a customer order
will be triggered automatically. You will receive
corresponding notification in real time. Authorized
employees can access all up-to-date data at a
glance and at any time via a secure online log-in.

Your benefits:
–	All defined inventories are always available,
which makes expensive express deliveries a
thing of the past.
–	At the same time, you cut costs which would
otherwise be caused by excessive inventories.
–	Administrative expenses sink dramatically;
errors which can occur during manual ordering
are avoided.
All workflows are absolutely transparent and flexible.
You will see for yourself. And you will be thrilled.
WACKER E-Solutions work for you.
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"E" IS FOR EFFICIENCY:
WACKER E-SOLUTIONS.

As we ascertained at the beginning of our journey
through the world of WACKER E-Solutions, there
is no substitute for a trusting conversation
between two partners. At WACKER, we have
believed all along that exceptional service stems
not only from excellent organization, ideas, and
technology. It is rooted, first and foremost, in
our employees‘ commitment and expertise.
Every customer therefore ought to know what
awaits them at the other end of the speedy
online connection: a real live human being.

You have our word.
Please do get in touch with us. We are happy to
make time for you to jointly discuss how WACKER
E-Solutions can further boost your efficiency. And
establish even closer working relationships between
the people who propel your company and our’s
forward.
You can send us an e-mail to:
e-business@wacker.com
You can also visit our service world online:
www.wacker.com/e-business
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Service always has a face here:
the global WACKER team for
E-Solutions.
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Hanns-Seidel-Platz 4
81737 München, Germany
Tel. +49 89 6279-0
Fax +49 89 6279-1770
e-business@wacker.com
www.wacker.com/e-business

